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Translational Science 2019
Register Today!
Register today for Translational Science
2019! Join hundreds of Translational
Science colleagues at Capitol Hill by
selecting "Capitol Hill Day" as an add-on
during registration.
Join the brightest minds from across the
spectrum of translational research M arch
5-8, 2019 in Washington, DC.
Register To day

Join the ACTS Leadership Circle
The ACTS Leadership Circle recognizes academic institutions that wish to provide an
additional investment to support the future of Translational Science. Our shared goal of
advancing research and education in clinical and translational science is pivotal in
improving individual and population health. With the support of Leadership Circle
members, we can enhance Translational Science programming and offer the highest
quality opportunities for researchers at every career stage to learn about tomorrow’s
research today.
Learn more about the ACTS Leadership Circle

Journal of Clinical and Translational Science

Volume 2 / Issue 4 of the Journal of Clinical and
Translational Science is available online!
JCTS's mission is to provide a forum for the rapid
communication of topics of interest and relevance to
the large and diverse community of clinical and

translational scientists w ith the goal of improving the
efficiency w ith w hich health needs inform research
and new diagnostics, therapies, and preventive
measures reach the public. The Association for
Clinical and Translational Science has partnered w ith
the American Physician Scientists Association
(APSA) and the Clinical Research Forum (CRF) to
support the grow th and development of JCTS.
Subm it your article today to be featured in
future issues of JCTS!

News From the Hill
News From the Hill: January 18, 2019
The 116th Congress is only a couple weeks old,
but the partial government shutdown stretches
back into last year. While federal medical
research and public health programs are not
directly impacted (the FY 2019 appropriations
bills for HHS, DoD, and VA were completed), the
disruption is resonating across the government.
The Food and Drug Administration is operating
with only “essential” staff, which is limiting food
safety and drug development/oversight activities.
Further, the Government Printing Office is closed, which is preventing the official publication of Federal
Register notices announcing proposed health policy rules and the announcement of advisory council
and similar committee meetings. In aggregate, the shutdown is causing compounding commotion
across the public service as it drags on as well as a palpable tension stemming from the uncertainty
moving forward. Stakeholder organizations have begun highlighting emerging challenges while calling
on both congressional leaders and the administration to end the shutdown.
See the full newsletter on the ACTS Advocacy page.

Translational Science Today

Translational science training programs credited with...
Scott Graupensperger is making the most of his Penn State education - delving
into a number of training programs and experiences to prepare him for a research
career. The dual-title kinesiology and clinical and translational sciences doctoral...
Read more
news.psu.edu

Do you know someone who deserves to be recognized for outstanding or
groundbreaking work? Send ACTS your story to be highlighted in future versions of
ACTS Connection. Submit stories to: info@actscience.org.
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